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WHAT IS NEW
IN SPECIALIST
LENDING?

DUAL PRICING
CRACK DOWN

IN THE GENERAL
MARKETPLACE AN
INCREASE IN SECOND
CHARGE LENDING HAS
BEEN REPORTED

THE FCA ARE
CRACKING DOWN.
YOU HAVE THE TOOLS
TO PROTECT YOUR
CLIENTS

THE COST OF
CANCER
THE LAST THING ANYONE
WANTS TO THINK
ABOUT WHEN THEY
ARE DIAGNOSED WITH
CANCER IS MONEY

SPECIALIST LENDING.
Bungalow or
entire row?

LOTS HAPPENING IN THE WORLD OF SPECIALIST
LENDING….
In the general marketplace an increase in second
charge lending has been reported the first 8 months of
2019 seeing a 21% increase on the 2018 market. Here
at PRIMIS we are working hard to develop and enhance
our
second
charge
proposition so watch this
space!

No matter who your clients are,
our common sense approach
makes buy-to-let simple.

It doesn’t matter to us if your client has one
or one hundred properties, our process keeps
everything nice and simple. In fact, with our
lowest ever rate, our award-winning Buy to Let
mortgages have never been easier.

Call us on 0343 253 8923 or visit
togethermoney.com/btl

No limit
on volume or
value of
properties.

According to research
conducted on behalf of
Precise Mortgages one
in four landlords are
looking to remortgage in
the next year. This spike
is due to the end of two
year fixed rates arranged
in 2017. With the current
political uncertainty, many
landlords are looking to
secure rates for the short
term at least. With low
rates and a vast choice
of products available this
is a fantastic opportunity
to ensure all your client’s
needs are met.
Further products have
been brought to the
later life market which is
changing
dramatically.
Lifetime mortgages are the
fastest-growing segment
of the mortgage market
with over 55 mortgages
and RIO’s complimenting
this proposition perfectly.
October has seen some
great enhancements for PRIMIS with the launch of both
Hodge and Bluestone to the Network.

For professional intermediary use only.
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Hodge can offer both later life solutions and a fantastic
portfolio buy to let product. The portfolio buy to let product
meets the needs of professional landlords who have
an established portfolio of residential assets. Hodge’s
single loan facility, secured against the landlord’s
entire portfolio, allows flexibility – perfect for acquisitive
landlords who’d like to
grow their portfolio, trade
their assets, or utilise their
equity for new purchases.
The later life products
such as the retirement
mortgage can be used to
purchase or remortgage.
The sum can be used
to pay off an existing
mortgage, debt, gifting to
family or simply supporting
pension or employment
income, providing an
enhanced lifestyle.
Bluestone offers clients
who do not fit the standard
high
street
lending
criteria a route to an
affordable mortgage. For
self-employed clients 1
year’s trading history and
accounts or Sa302’s are
accepted. Contractors will
be looked at with 3 months
remaining on their contract
and first time contractors
are also accepted.
Make sure you take a look
at what these new lenders
have to offer!
For more information
contact me on elizabeth.wilkie@primis.co.uk
Elizabeth Wilkie
Mortgage Propositions Executive

RISE IN OFFICE 365
PHISHING ATTACKS.

HOW TO PROTECT
YOURSELF, YOUR BUSINESS
AND YOUR CUSTOMERS
FROM PHISHING ATTACKS

BEWARE THE “URGENT ACTION”
Look out for emails that convey a sense of urgency,
fraudsters often rely on victims clicking before having
thoroughly thought about the situation. Attackers will
often try to drive an emotional reaction, using fear
tactics, urgent language, and offers that seem too
good to be true.

BE SUSPICIOUS OF UNKNOWN SENDERS
AS BUSINESSES HAVE MOVED TO EMBRACE THE BENEFITS THAT CLOUD BASED SERVICES SUCH
AS OFFICE 365 BRING, HACKERS HAVE ALSO SEIZED THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLOIT THE HIGH
CONNECTIVITY OF WEB-BASED EMAIL.
Criminals attempt to steal a user’s login credentials with the goal of taking over the accounts. If successful,
attackers can log into the compromised accounts and perform a wide variety of malicious activity, such as:
 Use the compromised accounts to obtain passwords for other systems
 Carry out spear phishing attacks using the compromised account
 Target customers with fraudulent “transfer of funds” or fee requests
 Steal sensitive data from old emails themselves
 Spread malicious software
At first glance, this may not seem very different than external email based attacks. However, there is one
critical difference: the malicious emails sent are now coming from legitimate accounts. For the recipient,
it’s often even someone that they know, eliciting trust in a way that would not necessarily be afforded to an
unknown source.
As with many other forms of attack these typically start with a phishing email prompting the recipient to log in
to your account to view a message or take an urgent action…

Always be wary of unsolicited emails and new contacts
reaching out, as well as any unexpected links and
attachments in emails. In fact you should sense check
the validity of any email you receive, whoever has
sent it. Stop and think, does the email look and feel
right both in content and what is being requested?
If you have any doubts, validate the enquiry through
alternative means – not via interacting with the
requester by email.

MINIMISE AVAILABLE DATA
In the event that your email account is ever
compromised, limit the potential damage an attacker
can inflict by regularly reviewing and deleting emails
from your inbox and sent items. Remember to
regularly empty the Deleted Items folder. Don’t use
email as long-term storage for sensitive information.

DON’T CLICK ON LINKS
Any link in any email is inherently dangerous. If
a customer, vendor, supplier—or anyone, for that
matter—sends you a link do not click on it unless
you were explicitly expecting it and it’s from a known
source.
EDUCATE EMPLOYEES
If the link is to a website, do not use the link to navigate
to that website. Open up your browser and manually Whilst technical solutions can prevent significant
navigate to the website by typing its name into the amounts of spam and email based threats, phishing
attacks are becoming more sophisticated to try and
URL bar.
circumvent perimeter controls. Staff therefore remain
a valuable last line of defence against data loss
and cyber-crime. Ensure your staff are adequately
trained and are aware of the risk that phishing poses.
Consider using a simulated phishing service or
exercise to gauge their response to a real attack.
USE TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

DON’T GIVE AWAY YOUR CREDENTIALS

To help secure you email account use two factor
authentication (2FA). Accounts that have been set
up to use 2FA require a second factor, which is
something that you (and only you) can access. Even
if an attacker discovers a password, they won’t be
able to access the associated account without also
compromising the other factor.

The only time you should enter your email address,
password, account information or credit card number REPORT
online is if you navigate directly to a website and login. Do not respond to suspicious emails. If you believe
NEVER email or message your information to that you may have been a victim of a phishing attack
someone. Never enter information on a website that then report the incident immediately to your IT team/
specialist and the Network IT Helpdesk.
you’ve linked to through an email.
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DUAL PRICING.
GENERAL INSURANCE IS IN THE NEWS.
You have probably seen that the topic of ‘dual pricing’ has been
featured in the press lately. The FCA is looking to crack down on
the widespread use of initial discounted prices to then substantially
increase them at renewal. According to the FCA around six million
clients are negatively affected by dual pricing practices1 because they
do not shop around when their policy is due for renewal.

THERE’S ALWAYS
TIME TO LEARN
SOMETHING NEW

Your clients should not be included in this number. You have the
knowledge, expertise and the tools to support your clients and
ensure they are treated fairly at the time of their home or landlord’s
insurance renewal.
Having access to our own fantastic general insurance comparison
tool within our general insurance quote engine means you can do
the shopping around for your clients to ensure they are getting the
best price for their policy. Not only are you ensuring they are paying
a fair price but they can be happy in the knowledge they have
been advised of a product from our panel of market leading
providers and they have also received advice to ensure
they have the best policy to suit all their needs.
This is also a great opportunity to utilise Virtual PA
within Toolbox. A suite of client-facing template
emails have been created to support you in
contacting your clients at renewal. The emails autogenerate in Virtual PA and encourage your clients
to get in touch with you, so you can do the shopping
around for them. Talk to us if you want to see the
opportunities Virtual PA can bring to your business.

To help you meet the challenges of the Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD)
requirements, we’ve launched a CPD hub that’s packed with research, webinars and
guides to make it easy to build up those valuable CPD hours.

adviser.royallondon.com/protectioncpd

For more information contact me on
nicky.hemmings@primis.co.uk.

THIS IS FOR FINANCIAL ADVISER USE ONLY AND SHOULDN’T BE RELIED UPON BY ANY OTHER INDIVIUALS
The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. The firm is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. Registered in England
and Wales number 99064. Registered office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL.
April 2019

Selling general insurance to your clients not only
means you have their best interests at heart, but
it also opens up a fantastic opportunity for you to
make contact with your clients on an annual basis,
leading to other possible business opportunities
while doing so.

ADVP8P10014

Nicky Hemmings
General Insurance Proposition Manager
Source
1.

Insurance Age
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MEET THE TEAM.
THERE’S A GOOD CHANCE THAT ALL OF YOU HAVE COME ACROSS SOMEONE IN OUR
EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT TEAM AT LEAST ONCE. THE TEAM OF AMAZING INDIVIDUALS WORKS
BEHIND THE SCENES, MAKING SURE EVERYTHING GOES SMOOTHLY. THIS MONTH THEY ARE IN
THE SPOTLIGHT AS MEET THIS FANTASTIC SUPPORT TEAM AND FIND OUT MORE ABOUT WHAT
THEY DO!

losing my Dad to cancer earlier this year. Taking trips From a personal perspective, I am partner to Liam
in the UK and abroad are always top of the priority list and mum of 2 boys, one of which is currently on an
as is spending time with family and friends.
apprenticeship with the team at Bespoke Financial
(Teesside).

to Martin Igoe! I work closely with all departments in
the business with the objective of delivering service
excellence to our brokers.
Outside work, I’m married and enjoy family time,
socialising, keeping active and my 2 dogs.

Rachel Barnes, Executive Assistant to
Toni Smith

Alison Reid, Executive Assistant to
David Copland and Lisa Martin
I’m an Executive PA for TMA – I support David
Copland, Lisa Martin and the rest of the TMA team.
I have just had my two year anniversary and love it.
There’s always something different and challenging!
I’m part of a great team and love the banter – if you Lisa Waters, Executive Support Manager & PA to
know me you will know I have a cheeky sense of Jon Round
humour.
I have been with the company for 7 years, providing
I live with 3 boys, hubby, son, and dog. All my weekend executive support to Jon Round and managing the
is taken up by watching my son play footy, which I office in Chippenham. My role is extremely varied and
love. I love holidays and having fun – I work to live constantly busy so there’s little time to reflect, but if I
did take a moment I’d say it’s a crazy rollercoaster of a
which I certainly do!!!
place to work, full of wonderful people! I am fortunate
enough to spend time with PRIMIS employees as
well as meeting people from the wider LSL Group
and other PAs from outside and inside the company.
I’m also grateful to be asked each year to assist with
the special guests at the VOX; meeting and greeting
Heather Small from M People was a definite highlight.

Helen Jones, Relationship Manager & PA to
Martin Igoe
I joined in 2013 as Manager of the Member
Resourcing Team and in 2015 moved on to become
a Relationship Manager. In addition, since 2018 I am
also lucky enough to have been given the role of PA
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I am married to Martin and have two daughters – the
older one is 17, currently in Sixth Form and learning
to drive and the younger one is 15 and in her final
year of GCSEs. I live in Chippenham and my hobbies
include socialising, cooking and I’ve recently joined
a local Spa with use of the gym and pool so I can
get fit and lose the calories taken on board whilst
socialising!! In July this year I climbed Ben Nevis to
raise money for a local charity close to my heart after

Kelly Kavanagh, Executive Assistant

I have worked in Financial Services for 20 years,
during which I have acquired a lot of experience
in various roles. I have been with PRIMIS for 18
months and I am currently an Executive Assistant.
A small flavour of what this involves is looking after
diaries, inboxes, expenses, arranging and facilitating
I am a mum of two and my hobbies include running, meetings and issuing the letters and certificates
baking and gin tasting!
for the World Class Awards for those staff based
in Solihull, plus a wide range of other stuff which
makes for an extremely varied job. The things that
I really enjoy about my role are liaising between
teams, problem solving, helping people, learning
new skills and being an active member of the
Engagement Forum.
I have been with the company since 2016 and I am
Executive Assistant to our Chief Operating Officer,
Toni Smith. My role involves managing Toni’s diary,
including booking all her travel, accommodation,
meetings and looking after her inbox.

My passion is my family life. My husband and I have
three children, who range in ages of between 21 and
5! We are amazed that our eldest has just completed
Vicki Ellis, Network Business Manager & PA to
his apprenticeship, where did all the years go?!?!
Richard Coulson
I also play in a rounders league called Bat Girls
which is great fun. My proudest moment was doing a
I am Network Business Manager and have had the skydive in South Africa with my two sons as it will be
unenviable task of being PA to Richard Coulson something I will never forget.
for the past 22 years! I oversee the day to day
operations of the RSD Team which could be anything
from supporting the larger scale events to business
planning and budget discussions.
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MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR BRAND.
The Marketing Portal is here to drive your business forward and help you reach new heights.
Explore print, digital and bespoke marketing solutions at your ﬁngertips.
Get started today www.marketing-portal.co.uk

THE COST OF
CANCER.
THE LAST THING ANYONE WANTS TO THING ABOUT WHEN THEY ARE DIAGNOSED
WITH CANCER IS MONEY, HOWEVER THAT IS THE BIGGEST WORRY FOR MANY
PEOPLE FOLLOWING THEIR DIAGNOSIS.
Macmillan Cancer Support’s recent report, Cancer – a costly diagnosis?, highlights the financial
impact of cancer and how people have been affected. The research speaks for itself.
 83% of people with cancer are an average of £570 per month worse off1
 400,000 people with cancer struggle to pay household bills2
 39% of people with cancer have used savings, sold assets or borrowed
money to cover costs or lost income due to their diagnosis3
Macmillan have partnered with Nationwide and Lloyds Banking Group
to offer customers further financial support with more than £718,000
in additional support, benefits and grants given.4
The report is also full of customer stories showing just how much
they have been affected financially by cancer and is worth reading
and sharing with your own clients to show that, yes it can happen
to anyone!
When someone hears the word “cancer” it’s a life changing event so
make sure your clients can focus on their treatment and wellbeing
instead of how they will afford to live.
Doing a proper job means talking to each and every one of your
clients about their life, critical/serious illness and income protection
needs right from the start. If something were to happen they shouldn’t
need to worry about paying their bills or keeping their home!
For more information contact me on steve.berry@primis.co.uk.
Steve Berry
Protection Proposition Manager
Source:
1.

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/_images/cancer-acostly-diagnosis-report-2019_tcm9-354186.PDF
page 4

2.

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/_images/cancera-costly-diagnosis-report-2019_tcm9-354186.
PDF page 5

3.

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/_images/cancer-acostly-diagnosis-report-2019_tcm9-354186.PDF
page 26

4.

https://www.macmillan.org.uk/_images/cancer-acostly-diagnosis-report-2019_tcm9-354186.PDF page 31
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Smart
Health

NOVEMBER
NETWORK
EVENTS.

Helping your clients make smart health choices
We offer your customers a convenient way to access tools
to manage their health and lifestyle.

PROTECTION EXCELLENCE
5th November – North West
7th November – London

24/7 virtual GP

Expert case management

TRUST WORKSHOP
19th November – North East & Yorkshire (AM)

Mental health support

Health check

DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS*
19th November – North East & Yorkshire (PM)

Nutrition consultation

UNLIMITED

ACCESS

365

DAYS A YEAR

Fitness programme

NO

ADDITIONAL COST

*Double Your Business is by invitation only – speak to your RSD
for details
PROTECTION SPOTLIGHT
26th November – South West
27th November – South East
28th November – Newcastle

Help your clients make Smart Health Choices
To find out more visit aiglife.co.uk or call our Sales Team on 03456 006829
Smart Health is provided to AIG Life Limited customers by Teladoc Health. These services are non-contractual, which means they don’t form part of the insurance contract with us.
If our partnership with Teladoc Health ends, the service can be withdrawn at any time without notice.
AIG Life Limited. Registered in England and Wales. Company number 6367921. Registered Office: The AIG Building Fenchurch Street, London. EC3M 4AB, United Kingdom.
AIG Life Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 473752).
EDCO 3207-0919 For adviser use only.
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PRIDE CORNER.

PRIDE CORNER.

CONGRATULATIONS TO NOUVEAU FINANCIAL...

KIERAN BYRNE OF K G BYRNE & ASSOCIATES LIMITED HAS SHARED A VERY MOVING CLAIM STORY…

...on winning Gold Winner Mortgage Broker in Doncaster in the British Property Awards! Nouveau Financial
have also been shortlisted for Best New Entrant Broker in the 2019 Mortgage Introducer Awards – good luck!

I met with a person who was buying her home from her father. It was a difficult situation as she had been
bankrupt a few years earlier so the mortgage itself was a struggle, but I eventually got them approved and
then had the insurance discussion.

KEITH HOOD FROM WARNERS FINANCIAL SERVICES...
...is running the New York marathon on November 3rd and is raising money for Children With Cancer. Chances
are everyone knows someone affected by cancer but this charity specialise in research and helping children
with cancer. Please support Keith’s fundraising and donate on his JustGiving page here – https://www.
justgiving.com/fundraising/keith-hood1

They said they felt they should wait until the completion date as money was a bit tight, but I disagreed as I
knew that the house sale would go through for sure so had the “what if” discussion with them. The clients
then agreed to put cover in place but this took about a month of medical GPR info before terms were offered.
I tend to split cover between insurers to maximise the possibility of cover and also increase the level or
children’s critical illness cover as was the case here.

CLAIMS STORIES…
Stephen Ward at Ward Financial Services recently covered clients with policies to cover their mortgage
alongside life, critical illness and family income benefit. Just seven weeks after the policy was in place his
client rang up with the news that they had been diagnosed with a form of leukemia. Thankfully they were
covered and the critical illness policy has paid out and the other policies are all still in place, meaning the
clients have less to worry about and can focus on treatment instead!
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Cover went in place on 3rd July.
On 8th July a very worried, and maybe embarrassed, client phoned me to say that she had found a lump on
her breast when trying a new bra on in a fitting room. She had gone for a medical check and had an initial
suspected diagnosis of breast cancer.
She was so concerned as she felt that the insurance companies would not believe her given that cover had
only been in place for 5 days. I do admit I was a little worried, but knowing that a full medical report was taken
by both companies, I knew that the client had no idea whatsoever of the impending situation at the time of
application.
So, thankfully both Aviva and Guardian paid out without question.
I came off the phone from a very tired but tearful client whose life is in chaos due to illness and money worries.
She is so grateful that the family (who came from the dark days of bankruptcy) now has some financial light
in their future.

PO4I.com
Post Office Money® Mortgages are provided by Bank of Ireland (UK) plc. Post Office Limited is an appointed representative of Bank of Ireland (UK) plc which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority. Bank of Ireland UK is a trading name of Bank of Ireland (UK) plc which is registered in England & Wales (No. 7022885). Bow Bells House, 1 Bread Street, London, EC4M 9BE. Post Office Limited is registered in England and Wales. Registered Number: 2154540. Registered Office:
Finsbury Dials, 20 Finsbury Street, London, EC2Y 9AQ. Post Office Money® and the Post Office Money® logo are registered trademarks of Post Office Limited.
G0310 1019

We, as advisers, have no idea of the lives we touch sometimes but this makes it real. I have been involved in
many pay-outs over the years and honestly know that the companies are more than happy to make a payment
where possible. We work in an honourable and rewarding business and leave the legacy of our actions in so
many homes.
We can’t take away the pain but we can make massive steps to ease the worry. This was one of those cases
with a brilliant result.
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LET’S GET SOCIAL.
PRIMISMortgageNetwork
@PRIMISNetwork
PRIMIS Mortgage Network
www.primis.co.uk
Like, follow and connect with us to keep up-to-date with all things PRIMIS!

